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Exam Three, MTH 213 , Summer 2021

Ayman Badawi

(Stop working at 13:00 pm/ submit your solution by 13:12 pm, DO NOT SUBMIT BY EMAIL) 42
QUESTION 1. ( 10 points)(SHOW THE WORK)

(i) Use Math. Induction and prove that
∑i=n

i=1 i2 = 1 + 4 + 9 + · · ·+ n2 = n(n+1)(2n+1)
6 for all integers n ≥ 1.

(ii) Use Math. Induction and prove that 2(4n+1) + 13 is divisible by 15 for all integers n ≥ 1.

QUESTION 2. ( 11 points)(SHOW THE WORK)

(i) Consider the linear recurrence an = 9an−2 + 2n such that a0 = 2.20 and a1 = 1.40. Find the general formula
for an.

(ii) Use the formula an = 9an−2 + 2n and calculate a2. Then use the formula that you discovered in (i) and find a2
and a4

(iii) Consider the linear recurrence an = an−1 + 2n+ 3 such that a0 = 3. Find the general formula for an.

QUESTION 3. (SHOW THE WORK)(6 points)
Let A = {−8,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8}. Define "=" on A such that for all a, b ∈ A we have a” = ”b if and

only if a (mod 7) = b (mod 7). Then "=" is an equivalence relation (DO NOT SHOW THAT).

(i) Find all equivalence classes of ” = ”.

(ii) As in the class notes, we can view "=" as a subset of A×A. How many elements does ” = ” have? (you do not
need to find the set "=")

QUESTION 4. (SHOW THE WORK)(5 points) Given "=" is a relation on A = {0, 2, 3, 5, 8} such that ” = ” =
{(0, 0), (2, 2), (3, 3), (5, 5), (8, 8), (2, 5), (5, 2), (3, 5), (3, 2), (2, 3)}. Stare at ” = ” and answer the following:

(i) Is "=" a reflexive? Explain briefly

(ii) Is "=" symmetric? Explain briefly

(iii) Is "=" transitive? Explain briefly

(iv) Is "=" an equivalence relation? Explain briefly

(v) Is "=" a partial order relation ? Explain briefly

QUESTION 5. (SHOW THE WORK)(4 points)
Define "≤" on A = {2, 8, 9, 11, 13} such that for all a, b ∈ A we have a” ≤ ”b if and only if b−a ∈ {−4,−1, 1, 0}.

Then "≤" is not a partial order relation on A. By example, explain which axioms fail (i.e., check all AXIOMS and
tell me which one is valid and which one is invalid).

QUESTION 6. (SHOW THE WORK)(6 points) Consider the following code

For i = 2 to (n2 + 1)
S = i4 +B ∗ C − 3 ∗ i

For k = 1 to i
L = k5 + i3 − 2

next k
next i

(i) Find the exact number of arithmetic operations that the code will execute.

(ii) What is the complexity of the code? i.e., find O(code).
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